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PowerRole is an Add-On to the NetIQ Identity Manager. It automates the import of 
existing roles, resources and role assignments. Role assignments can be scheduled 
with start and end date. The role assignments can be done with or without 
executing the approval processes. This allows the import of initial role models or 
mass modification of roles, resources and role assignments within minutes.

bulk import of role models from CSV 
files
bulk import of role assignments from 
CSV files
scheduled activation or termination of 
role 
assignmentsassignments override or extend 
existing role assignments

Building a role model is a burdensome task and takes a lot of 
time. Therefore you would appreciate to load it quick and easy 
into your existing identity manager environment. PowerRole 
allows the automatic import of your complete role model 
from a CSV text file. New role models or changes and 
extensions on exisiting role models can be loaded very 
efficiently this way.

WhenWhen implementing a new role model, existing access rights 
of employees must be transformed into role assignments. This 
is a time-consuming and laborious process. PowerRole allows 
loading and assigning roles to employees from a CSV text file. 
The scheduled assignment of roles is supported by using start 
and finish time stamps.

ThisThis way initial role assignments of hundreds of roles to 
thousands of employees can be done within minutes. Thanks 
to the possibility to load role assignments either in overriding 
or extending mode, also mass mutations can be performed 
very easily.

PowerRole adds the following functions 
to the existing Identity Manager:

PowerRole requires the following 
modules:

Identity Manager v3.0 or higher

Role Based Provisioning Module

Integration Module for Tools

Features:

System requirements:
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